
TEACHER APPRECIATION KIT
Download + Say Thanks!



1. CREATE A CARD! 

Your teacher will love your creativity.
Print it out and 

fill in the blanks with a friend.



Dear
I want to thank you for being the most             teacher.  I love how 

you                us how to             and                ..  
And the way you                        everyday.. My favorite 
memory this year was when you             and everyone           .             
I still              about it. The            thing that I will          
remember most from this year is the             that was on my                                 
           . You are truly my               teacher for being             
                   and               .

Thank You! !  

((teacher)

((adjective)

((verb) ((verb) ((verb)

((daily activity)

((verb) ((verb)

((verb) ((adjective)

((noun)

((noun)

((adjective)

((adjective)((adjective)

((your name)



2. MAKE A PERSONALIZED VASE OR PENCIL HOLDER.

Start with an empty soup can and glue new crayons all around it.
Print and cut out the wrap.
 Fill it out and glue it on. 



to::

from::

thank you for

COLORING  
MY WORLD!!



3. MAKE A PERSONALIZED BOOKMARK

Print and cut out a bookmark.
 Fill it out and glue it on to a piece of construction paper. 

Punch out the hole and tie on a ribbon.



to::
from::

to::
from::

to::
from::

to::
from::

Sending you
a big 

HEDGE Hug!!

Thanks for  
making me sharp 

as a FOX!

Thanks for  
always making me
GOPHER it!!!

I’m BEARY
thankful to have 
you as my teacher!



4. DESIGN A TAG! 

Print out the tag, fill it out and tie it on to
an apple or candy bar with string.



you are

AWESOME
to the  

CORE!  
\to::

from::

thank you to one

SWEET
TEACHER!  

to::
from::

I could not have

PICKED
A BETTER TEACHER!  

to::
from::

to::
from::

thanks for the

SWEET
MEMORIES!  



5. MAKE YOUR TEACHER A THANK YOU NOTE!
.

Print out, fold on dotted line and cut.
Write your teacher’s name on front and a little note inside!



THANK YOU 

for being a great teacher!!!



Thank you!


